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7-Day Summer Soviet car Tour
Visit Georgia with all the natural beauty that it has to offer. From the highest mountains in Europe until
the endless wine fields. An ancient culture full of traditions when it comes to hospitability. During the tour
all meals, local drinks during dinner and lunch are included. The activities with an asterisk are excluded.
The meals are full and comprehensive. As soon as the tour starts you will be able to taste all the luscious
delights that Georgia has to offer.
During the road trip we use Soviet cars to get around. Of course our guests get the chance to drive these
old-timers. The old automobiles suit the landscapes perfectly, whether you’re in or outside them. It gives
the trip the extra charm and authenticity. And not unimportantly, it provides for a lot of interaction with
people along the road. Since we are travelling with old-timers there is always a mechanic present during
the trip.
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Day 1: In Tbilisi we show some of the hidden and off the grid brutalist architectural treasures that Tbilisi
has to offer. Also we visit the Bazar, a place where the influences of the Silk Road are still very apparent.
From Tbilisi we hit the road eastwards towards Rustavi. After Rustavi celebrated the production of its first
industrial Soviet steel from the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic, a remarkable heritage of USSR steelmaking has remained ever since. Surreal, almost post-apocalyptic, power fields and steel plants have
been largely untouched since most parts of its production has closed down, basically overnight. A great
place where Soviet car steel feels right at home. We spent the night at Zandarashili, home grown food
and homemade wine will fill the evening. We will experience the first ‘’Supra’’ of the trip.
Day 2: Georgia
is
the
birthplace of
wine. Remains
of Georgian
traditional
wine making
have
been
discovered
and they date
back to 8000
years
ago.
Kakheti, the
region where
we are, is
known as THE wine region the country. First we visit the one of the oldest and biggest wine producers of
Georgia. Afterwards we visit a small winery situated right at the home of the Milorava family, small and
authentic wines grown right in the yard and made with ‘’qvevri’s’’. Afterwards we visit a biodynamic
winery, out here they only work with horses and hands, no machinery whatsoever. The scenery during
the wine tasting is gorgeous, overlooking the wine fields and the mighty Caucasus Mountains.
Day 3: Today a great road trip awaits. The immense diversity of Georgia will show itself again. From the
wine fields we travel up north. Nature changes fast out here, even while we cruise slowly in a Lada. We
take the backroads, less traffic and way more beautiful views and driving opportunities. We stop at the
Ananuri fortress, to sniff up some culture. Later on we spent the night on the Southern slopes of the
Caucasus mountains range.
Day 4: We head further north towards Stepantsminda, situated close to the Russian border amidst the
mountains peaks. From our guesthouse change are mode of transport to jeeps and start climbing the
mountains. We visit the famous Gergeti Sameba Church, uniquely situated at the foot of the 5000-meter
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high Mt. Kazbek and visible from the whole region. At night we encounter the first Supra in the mountains,
a different style and the regional differences of the small country will become visible quickly.
Day 5-6: Kazbegi is the place to be in the outdoors. Fresh mountain air and the most amazing nature make
it the ideal place for hiking, horsebackriding and mountainbiking, you tell us what you like and we will
arrange it. At nights our host Archil will invite is to his table. For those interested in preparing traditional
Georgian food his wife Nino is more than willing to show you how to prepare Khinkali and other Georgian
dishes.

Day 7: We drive back over the famous Georgian military highway to Tbilisi. While we drive through the
valleys we visit the Georgian-Russian friendship monument and other cultural highlights that the historic
route has to offer. Back in Tbilisi we stroll around the historic neighborhoods. Architecture changes quickly
which reflects the city’s history, always being a place where different religions peacefully existed. The
influence of Persian, Russian, Ottoman architectural styles symbolize the role of crossroads between Asia
and Europe that Tbilisi and Georgia has always had.
More outdoor activities??
-

-

On day 1 there is the option to play Airsoft*. Under the supervision of an ex-green baret that used
to train Georgian soldiers we play. An ideal way to be active and get to know each other from the
get-go.
On day 3 we drive down the river that starts high up in the mountains. The truly feel the power if
it we can raft* on it, exciting and doable for young and old.
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